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Abstract: Mobile commerce has changed the decision environment for users who intend to reserve
a preferred hotel. This study aims to investigate the factors that affect the dynamic click-through
decision (CTD) in mobile online travel agency (OTA) search engines. We propose a dynamic Bayesian
inference framework to model individual-level users’ CTDs and examine the effects of item position,
price, search cost, and the use of refinement tools. The study uses real-world search log datasets from
a global OTA for both mobile and desktop searches. Our results show that (1) the primacy effect is
weaker and the effect of item-ranking positions is non-linear in a mobile OTA search compared to
a desktop OTA search. Mobile users pay the most attention to the top-ranking results and are less
likely to click through the middle or bottom results. (2) Hotel prices have a positive effect on mobile
CTDs in the whole mobile searching journey. Additionally, mobile users also tend to seek out hotels
with lower price rankings on the current search engine result page. (3) The search cost, measured by
the cumulative time duration, has a positive impact on mobile CTDs. The use of refinement tools
enhances the effect of search cost. This study extends previous research on position and price effects
in an online consumer search from PC-based internet to mobile devices. It also provides managerial
implications for mobile OTA search engine marketing and investment for bidding ranking positions.

Keywords: mobile commerce; online travel agent; search engine marketing; tourism search;
click-through decision; Bayesian inference

1. Introduction

Search engines and social media platforms have been significant channels for rec-
ommending and selling products or services for tourism planning. The business model
reshaped the way that travelers search for and filter tourism information over the last few
decades [1–4]. Increasing the click-through rate on travel search platforms is essential for
OTAs to earn agency commissions from hotel advertisers such as hotel booking sites and
hotel chains. However, mobile commerce has drastically changed the way individuals
plan and book their preferred hotels and handle other travel-related matters in the tourism
industry [5–7]. A recent global report indicates that a majority of consumers, 70%, conduct
research on mobile services [8]. It is particularly evident in the case of tourists making
last-minute and quick booking decisions, as mobile hotel search engines dominate and
account for 89% of web traffic [9]. This poses a challenge for OTAs in understanding
the intentions of individual users during mobile hotel reservation search sessions and
employing personalized search engine marketing and optimization tactics to recommend
accurate items in real time to meet their demands.

Owing to the information overload problem, users often struggle to find relevant
content even with the help of search engines [10]. The position of items ranking on search
engine result pages (SERPs) seems to alleviate such issues in the context of both informa-
tion search engines [11–14] and travel product search platforms on personal computers
(PC) [3,15–18]. The empirical evidence shows that the effect of item-ranking positions on
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SERPs negatively affects users’ decisions. Prior studies have shown that the process of mak-
ing a hotel reservation is considered a high-involvement product decision [15,17]. However,
these findings from studies on information search engines on PCs cannot be easily general-
ized to the field of mobile commerce and Information Systems (IS) due to the smaller screen
size of mobile devices. The limited interface of mobile devices has been found to complicate
users’ navigation tasks and decrease the effectiveness of learning [19,20]. Additionally,
the layout of SERPs on mobile devices may be hindered by information chunking [21,22],
potentially leading to different mobile-end position effects.

Previous research has shown that there is a negative association between price and
CTDs on PC-based internet [15,23]. Users who are more responsive to screen position are
also more price-sensitive [12]. The high web traffic of last-minute and quick booking in
mobile search suggests that the closer to the check-in date, the more urgent the search for
items in mobile services [9]. Due to time constraints in mobile hotel booking, mobile users
may use hotel price as a positive quality signal when making high-involvement product
purchase decisions. Mobile CTDs may be affected by fluctuation of item prices listed on the
SERPs during a session. Bronnenberg et al. found that users tend to make purchases based
on the characteristics of products they searched for early on [24]. It is plausible to speculate
that an individual mobile user’s CTDs depends on the price perception comparison among
items on the current SERP locally or the price fluctuation globally during a session.

Early search costs can have a significant impact on the decisions made by users in
product search engines [1,24–26]. This suggests a sequence of interdependent decisions,
in which earlier outcomes can affect subsequent decisions [5,27]. Quantifying the specific
search cost for a user can involve measuring the cumulative time duration toward an item
up to the current moment within a consumer search session [25,28]. Our argument is that
the previous search cost invested by a user in obtaining information about a specific hotel,
which forms the current individual-level hotel perception, can influence their later CTDs
toward that hotel. In order to effectively select a hotel, it is indispensable to understand
the relevance of hotel attributes to the needs of the user. Search engines often provide
refinement tools such as filtering and sorting, which are personalized functions [15,23]. The
use of these tools can help involve users more actively in the search process and reveal their
specific demands [16,29]. Once users employ these refinement tools, the ranking of hotels
on SERPs can be re-ordered based on criteria such as price and distance to a point of interest.
However, due to the multiple and conflicting criteria used, users may be presented with
options that are the cheapest but furthest away or vice versa [10,29]. The use of refinement
tools might complicate the process of mobile CTDs.

This study aims to assist OTAs such as Expedia, Trivago, and Booking.com in under-
standing the intent of mobile hotel bookings, namely the mobile CTDs, in order to improve
mobile search engine marketing performance. A dynamic Bayesian inference model is
proposed to model the decision-making process at the user–item interaction level, using
real-world global OTA search log datasets for both mobile and desktop searches. Owing
to its superiority in characterizing the uncertainty in parameter estimation [26,30,31], this
study can investigate the decision-making process at the microscopic individual-level for
considering user heterogeneity. To shed light on the factors that affect the mobile CTDs
and the specific differences in those effects between mobile OTA search and desktop OTA
search, this study aims to address these issues:

RQ1: To what extent do item-ranking positions on SERP influence mobile CTDs in compar-
ison to desktop CTDs, and what is the magnitude and distinction of this influence?

RQ2: What is the heterogeneous effect of price on CTDs during online consumer search?
Specifically, how do absolute price, price perception, and price fluctuation impact mo-
bile CTDs?

RQ3 : What are the effects of search cost (as measured by item-specific cumulative time
duration), and does the utilization of refinement tools augment or decrease mobile users’
search costs on their CTDs?
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This study makes significant contributions to the existing literature on mobile com-
merce and mobile IS. Firstly, our research compares the differences of item-ranking position
effect in the CTD mechanism for high-involvement product decisions between mobile and
desktop searches. Second, our findings on the heterogeneous effect of price add to the
existing literature on price preferences for high-involvement products in a mobile consumer
search. Third, in terms of methodology, we proposed a dynamic Bayesian inference to
investigate the factors affecting mobile CTDs. This departs from previous research by
identifying user–item interaction-level characteristics and incorporating uncertainty in
consumer search. Last, our study offers insights on various tactics for mobile search engine
marketing and strategic investment in bidding ranking positions, which have practical
implications for managers.

The remainder of this study is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the
related literature on the current state of studies. In Section 3, we provide a data description
and present preliminary findings. In Section 4, we introduce our proposed dynamic
Bayesian inference model and Monte Carlo Markov chain algorithm. We then interpret
the estimation and robustness results from our proposed model in Section 5. Section 6
discusses the specific differences between mobile and desktop OTA search. In Section 7,
we provide a discussion about the theoretical and managerial implications of this study.
Finally, Section 8 outlines the conclusions and future research directions.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Item-Ranking Position Effect

Research on search engine marketing (SEM) has garnered attention across various
fields, as it provides filtering and ranking recommendations to combat information over-
load [10,32,33]. In the field of IS, researchers have studied consumer search behavior in
order to design more effective search engines [21,24,34]. Prior research has shown that a pri-
macy effect exists in information search engines such as Google and Bing. An eye-tracking
experiment revealed that when users click on a hyperlink from Google’s search results, their
clicks are strongly biased toward higher-ranking hyperlinks [11]. For example, researchers
have proposed a two-stage Bayesian model to examine the effects of the properties of paid
search ads on ad performance, and they found that lower-ranking positions on SERP lead
to lower click-through rates [12]. Similarly, items ranked earlier on SERP tend to attract
more clicks and result in improved SME profits in desktop search [13]. In recent years,
researchers in the tourism and hospitality field have also begun to investigate the primacy
effect on the performance of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Pan developed
a click-through rate model for public websites and examined the click-through rates of
destination marketing organizations at different ranking positions [3]. He found that the
power-law distribution of click-through rates varies depending on the rank on a web search:
the top results receive high click-through rates, but the rates decrease significantly as the
ranks go down. Law and Huang conducted an empirical study which found that about
50% of users viewed three screens of items at most on SERPs [14].

Several studies have paid attention to the impact of online screen positions on travel
product search engines. Ghose et al. used a hierarchical Bayesian model and data from a
real-world travel search engine to examine the effect of ranking on consumer search and
SEM revenue [15]. They found that top-ranking hotels received more clicks, but default
hotel rankings resulted in more profits than those customized to users’ attributes. Evidence
from PCs also shows that the ranking position of a hotel on SERP greatly influences users’
booking intentions [18], leading to differences in the market share of online hotel firms [16].

Mobile commerce has changed the consumer decision-making environment [5,21,35].
Mobile device traffic is dominated by last-minute and quick booking tasks [9], indicating
the more urgent time constraints of mobile travel search engines [3,5,6]. The small screen of
a mobile OTA search may change the effects of item-ranking positions, as the narrow screen
restricts users to local perception [21,22]. Those previous findings may not necessarily
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apply to high-involvement purchase decisions in a mobile OTA search. There is potential
to research the effect of item-ranking positions in mobile travel search engines.

2.2. Price Effect in Consumer Search

Out of the screen position effect, the effect of price on consumer search has been
discussed [12,15,23]. Baye et al. found that a lower price leads to more clicks received
by an online retailer [23]. Similarly, Ghose et al. also displayed that price is negatively
associated with consumer click-through rate on the PC-based internet [15]. Hotel booking
is a specific type of high-involvement product purchase decision-making [17]. Price search
activity is driven by a user’s perceived search efficiency and motivation [36]. As the date of
check-in approaches, mobile users have limited time to make a decision about their hotel
choice. In this context, it is possible that a higher hotel price is perceived as an indication of
higher quality for high-involvement products such as hotel bookings. This study aims to
investigate the impact of hotel prices on mobile OTA searches.

Previous research by Rutz and Trusov has shown that users who are sensitive to the
ranking positions of products on a screen are also more sensitive to price [12]. Studies
on digital cameras as another type of high-involvement product have found that users
tend to purchase cameras that closely match the characteristics of the cameras they initially
searched for [24]. In mobile searches, users may base their decisions on the price rankings
of products displayed on the current SERPs or by comparing them to the average price of
items they have recently interacted with during their online session. We assert that the price
of click-through items is associated with the user’s perception of price. This study aims to
examine the heterogeneous effects of price in mobile travel search engines by considering
both the absolute and relative impact of price on mobile consumer behavior.

2.3. Refinement Tools and Search Cost in Consumer Search

In context of a product search engine, search cost is associated with acquiring in-
formation about a product [1,24,28]. Achieving a trade-off SEM between users’ search
cost and efficiency is a challenging task, particularly when dealing with the limitations of
small screens and time constraints on mobile devices [3,9,21]. The vast amount of infor-
mation available online can overwhelm users’ ability to process it due to the limitations
of human attention [10]. Refinement tools are designed to help mitigate this problem
by narrowing down the amount of information presented to users. However, previous
research on e-commerce search engines, where the number of products is much larger than
in tourism, has found that the re-ranking effect of refinement tools is not always beneficial
to consumers’ search [29]. In other words, the use of refinement tools can increase users’
involvement in the search process, but this increased involvement may not always lead to
better results [16,29]. Additionally, time constraints can increase the cost of searching for
information both online and offline [16,37]. It raises the question of whether using refine-
ment tools in mobile search environments maximizes the match between users’ demands
and the most relevant products.

Behavioral engagement influences the user’s dynamic perceived intent, which can
affect their subsequent decisions [24,38,39]. Before a user decides to click through and
make a purchase decision, the cumulative search duration, which includes processing in-
formation about specific items (such as ratings, images, deals, etc.), affects their perception
toward distinct items [25,28]. Both current users’ psychological and behavioral engagement
have a positive influence on subsequent decisions, such as digital item sales [40]. There
are sequences of interdependent tourism decisions, where later decisions depend on the
outcomes of earlier ones [5,27]. Mobile CTDs can be defined as dynamic decision making
in an ongoing or en route paradigm due to their sequential characteristics during a ses-
sion [12,21]. This study examines the effect of search cost (i.e., item-specific cumulative
time duration) on mobile CTDs in a dynamic process.
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3. Description of Session-Log Datasets and Variables

The session-log datasets used in our study were sourced from a major German OTA.
The data consist of the mobile and desktop OTA search activities of 108,902 users who
visited the focal OTA during the period of 1–7 November 2018. The dataset includes
53,824 mobile users who engaged in 53,845 sessions, as well as 55,078 PC users who
engaged in 59,702 sessions. The OTA provides a global platform for travelers to search
for and compare hotels and tourism information via their websites and mobile apps in
over 190 countries. Figure 1 illustrates the interface of a typical mobile OTA travel search
engine. In this study, the mobile platform displays a list of up to 25 items per SERP in the
experimental time window, which is in accordance with the standard business setting.
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The click-through decision (CTD) is an intuitive measure of hotel booking intentions
that is produced when a user visits, browses, searches for information on an OTA, and
clicks on a link that redirects them to the hotel advertiser’s booking webpage. In this
study, CTD is referred to as the dependent variable. This study had access to hotel-related
and user-related data, such as property type, hotel class, overall guest rating, and search
platform in the user’s region during the experimental time window. The final mobile
dataset contains 602,683 observations for 87,745 hotels, and the final desktop dataset
contains 672,880 observations for 95,703 hotels. We observed users’ sequential actions in
the unit of the session. Because this study aims to scrutinize the SEM performance by
focusing on the intent of booking a hotel, we model the dynamic user-item-level CTDs as a
within-session sequential search and decision-making process.

Table 1 provides a definition and statistical summary of variables in the mobile dataset
for examining the roles of item-ranking position, price, search cost and refinement tools
in mobile CTDs. We introduce the item-ranking position, Pos, which ranges from 1 (top
item) to 25 (bottom item) on an SERP. Given the small screen size of mobile devices and the
scarcity of attention among users [10,19,20], they tend to focus more on the top results. In
light of this, a binary variable, Top, is measured to indicate if an item is in the top-1 position.

To deconstruct the price effect, three measures are provided: (1) The absolute price,
Price, indicates the price per room per night. (2) The price ranking of an item, PriceRank,
is its ranking of the item’s price in relation to the prices of other items on an SERP, with
a lower ranking indicating a lower price among 25 items on the current SERP. (3) The
price perception of an item, PriceRel, compares the item’s price to those that a user has
viewed during their current session. Namely, it is a difference between the price and the
average of past realizations (reference the user has in mind). This is a rather standardized
price perception with respect to historical exposure to prices. Because users tend to make
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purchases based on the characteristics of products they searched for early on [24], we argue
that the price of click-through items is associated with the user’s perception of price. It is
worth noting that PriceRank depicts price rankings on an SERP, while PriceRel is a metric
that measures the changes in perceived prices of products that a user has recently viewed
or interacted with during their current session.

Table 1. Definition and statistical description of variables.

Construct Variable Item-Level Definition Mean SD Min Max

Sequential search activities Siht that user i interacts hotel h at time t

Ranking
Position

Posiht
Ranking position of item h on

a SERP at t 7.73 6.75 1 25

Topiht
If item h is top-1 position on a

SERP at t 0.20 0.40 0 1

Price
preference

Priceiht Price of per room of per night 87.86 69.88 11 482

PriceReliht

Price perception: the price of
item h at t minus, the average
price of items interacted up to

time t

−0.32 28.36 −379 405.08

PriceRankiht
Price ranking of item h on a

SERP at t 14.80 7.25 1 25

Refinement tool Refiht

Whether item h stems from
refinement-tool sorting or

default sorting at t

=1 for refinement-tool sorting (50.6% observations),
=0 for default sorting (49.4%)

Search cost CumTimeiht
/seconds

Cumulative time duration
towards item h up to t within a

session
135.60 237.35 0 2175

Static hotel-level and user-level variables

Control
variables

Property Property type of items =1 for hotel (74,675, 85.1%),
=0 for house/apartment (13,070, 14.9%)

Class

Dummies for hotel class of
items: five-star rating classes
and one without star rating

denoted by null

Null (26,577, 30.3%),
1 Star (1077, 1.2%),

2 Star (14,444, 16.5%),
3 Star (25,973, 29.6%),
4 Star (15,803, 18.0%),

5 Star (3871, 4.4%)

Rating Dummies for overall
guest rating

Null (14,318, 16.3%),
Satisfactory (31,411, 35.8%),

Good (21,980, 25.0%),
Very good (11,723, 13.4%),

Excellent (8313, 9.5%)

Platform Dummies for regions where users accessed the OTA platform (55 regions) 1

1 The detailed information about each region is listed in Table A1.

The variable Ref is used to denote whether the item stems from default sorting or
refinement-tool sorting (including filter selection or customized sorting). The search cost is
measured by the cumulative time a mobile user spends searching for a specific item during
a session, according to recent research [28,39]. The cumulative time duration reflects the
user’s current perception of the item.

It is worth noting that the main variables are measured at the user–item–time varying
level. In other words, the main variables measure the sequential search activities Siht of a
user i interacting with a hotel h at a specific time t.

In our analyses, we included various control variables. At the hotel level, we controlled
for the property type Property (hotel or house/apartment), Class (five-star rating classes
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and one without star rating), and overall guest rating Rating (null, satisfactory, good, very
good, excellent). Additionally, we controlled for user-level characteristics by accounting for
the region where the users accessed the OTA search platform Platform. We used dummy
variables for regions where users were located. The detailed information about each region
is listed in Table A1 in the appendix.

4. Methodology

To address our research questions, we propose a dynamic Bayesian inference model.
Please note that the proposed dynamic Bayesian inference model is distinct from a Bayesian
network model. The Bayesian inference model is designed to respond to diverse user
preferences in real-world marketing scenarios [15,26]. This is different from the aggregate
point estimate approach, such as a linear regression model. The dynamic Bayesian inference
model regards heterogeneity as a statistical nuisance parameter problem [12,30,31].

In this study, our proposed dynamic Bayesian inference model mainly for modeling
an individual user’s sequential click-through decision (binary outcome) within a session.
Note that the main seven variables are measured at the user–item–time-varying level as
shown in Table 1. In other words, the main variables measure sequential search activities
Siht in which user i interacts with hotel h at time t. On the one hand, some variables are
not strictly related to each other in different time steps, such as Posiht, Topiht, Priceiht, and
PriceRankiht. However, the values of these variables are time-varying as an individual user
interacts with hotel h. In addition, PriceReliht, Refiht, and CumTimeiht are strictly related to
their values at t− 1, respectively. Overall, our proposed model can capture users’ temporal
patterns in session, which can provide valuable insights for real-world marketing practices.

4.1. Individual User Level Click-Through Decision Model Using a Dynamic Bayesian Model

The explicit individual user’s click-through decision (binary outcome) is modeled
using a stochastic-utility framework. We model the latent utility Uiht for user i click-through
hotel h at time t based upon observable consumer search Siht within an online session in
Table 1, which is given by

Uiht = βi0 +Posihtβi1 + Topihtβi2
+Priceihtβi3 + PriceRelihtβi4 + PriceRankihtβi5
+Re fihtβi6 + CumTimeihtβi7 + εiht

(1)

where β = [βi0, βi1, · · · , βi7]
−1 is an 8× 1 vector of parameters of our proposed model to

be estimated; and the error term εiht is I.I.D a standard normal distribution. Furthermore,
to account for a potential non-linear effect in mobile OTA search, we include an extra
quadratic term of item-ranking position Pos2 in our model. As a user changes orders or
filters by some criteria, the subsequent search cost might be strengthened or weakened; we
include the interaction between the use of refinement tools Ref and the cumulative time
duration CumTime. Lastly, we also control hotel level property type Property, hotel class
Class, and overall guest rating Rating as well as user level regional platform Platform. Thus,
the latent utility receives a full model as follows

Uiht = βi0 +Posihtβi1 + Topihtβi2 + Pos2
ihtβi3

+Priceihtβi4 + PriceRelihtβi5 + PriceRankihtβi6
+Re fihtβi7 + CumTimeihtβi8 + Re fihtCumTimeihtβi9
+Propertyhα1 + Classhα2 + Ratinghα3 + Plat f ormiα4 + εiht

(2)

We denote C = Propertyhα1 + Classhα2 + Ratinghα3 + Plat f ormiα4. Let Siht denote
an intercept and nine time-varying variables on the right side of the Equation (2) hereafter.
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β = [βi0, βi1, · · · , βi9]
−1 is current a 10 × 1 vector of parameters and the latent utility

Uiht = N
(
ST

ihtβ + C, 1
)
. Thus, given hotel h at time t, the CTD yiht of user i in a session is

yiht =

{
1 if Uiht > 0
0 if Uiht ≤ 0

(3)

In this setting in which the error term εiht is independent and identically distributed
in a standard normal distribution, we can define the binary click-through decisions yiht as
independent Bernoulli random variables with their probabilities:

Pr(yiht = 1) = Pr(Uiht > 0) = Φ
(

ST
ihtβ + C

)
(4)

where in Φ() is the cumulative distribution function of a standard normal distribution.
Pr(yiht = 1) is the probability of clicking through hotel h, while Pr(yiht = 0) denotes the
probability of non-click-through actions.

Given the observed data, this model is exploited to demonstrate whether an individual
user clicks through a hotel or not; then, the latent utility Uiht has the interpretation as the
difference between these two choices. The data augmentation [30] of Bayesian inference
enables us to use a normal prior π(β) about β in the latent structure of Equation (4).
Hence, the joint posterior distribution of the unobservable β and the latent utility Uiht for
completing our proposed Bayesian CTD model according to the Bayes theorem is given by

Pr(β, Uiht|Siht, C, yiht) = kπ(β)∏i ∏h ∏t {I(Uiht > 0)I(yiht = 1)
+ I(Uiht ≤ 0)I(yiht = 0)}
×φ
(
Uiht; ST

ihtβ + C, 1
) (5)

where in k is a generic proportionality constant, φ( ;µ,σ2) is the probability density function
N
(
µ, σ2), and I(X ∈ A) is the indicator variable that equals 1 when the random variable X

is included in the set A. The Monte Carlo Markov chain (MCMC) method using the Gibbs
sampling algorithm [30] is utilized to obtain the marginal posterior density β by integrating
out Uiht from Equation (5). The marginal posterior density is represented by

Pr(β|Siht, C, yiht)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Posterior

∝

[
∏

i
∏

h
∏

t
Φ
(

ST
ihtβi + C

)yiht
(

1−Φ
(

ST
ihtβi + C

))1−yiht

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Joint likelihood

× π(β)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Prior

(6)

4.2. Posterior Estimation Using a Gibbs Sampling Algorithm

The Bayesian inference model allows us to investigate the decision making in a micro-
scopic individual-level process with user heterogeneity [12,15,26,30,31]. This is different
from aggregated point estimates by conventional discrete choice models. β and yiht are
independent conditional on the latent utility Uiht. Therefore, a Gibbs sampling algorithm
can compute the posterior distribution of β and Uiht:

Uiht|β, Siht, C, yiht (7)

β|Siht, C, Uiht (8)

For ease of exposition, our Bayesian model can be represented by a directed acyclic
graph in Figure 2. In this representation, the rectangular nodes denote the observed vari-
ables, including user search activities Siht, control variable part C, and the CTD yiht. In
contrast, the round nodes denote stochastic quantities or parameter distributions of deter-
ministic relationships. The gray round is the parameters β of deterministic relationships to
be estimated. Each arrow represents a stochastic dependence or deterministic dependence.
In Figure 2, a bigger rectangle indexes the nodes within it from an individual user i, and
the repetition is from 1 to the number of users. The smaller one represents that the user i
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acted with a hotel h on time t in an online session. Out of the two rectangles, the round
node is the normal prior π(β) about β. We applied the MCMC method using the Gibbs
sampling algorithm to estimate posterior densities of the proposed Bayesian click-through
model. Refer to [30,41] for detailed methods and procedures.
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Figure 2. The graphic model for our proposed Bayesian inference framework. Notes: π(β) for the
normal prior; Siht for the user search activities; C for the control variable part, βi for the posterior
distribution of the parameters of user search activities Siht on latent utility Uiht; yiht denotes click-
through decision.

5. Experiments and Results
5.1. Properties of Mobile OTA Search

To understand the mobile consumer behavior, we analyze the mobile dataset and
provide the properties of the mobile OTA search.

Figure 3 presents the relationship between the ranking positions of hotels and the
cumulative dwell time users spent interacting with them in. We observe that the relationship
between item-ranking position and engaging time duration is not linear. This suggests
that the effect of the online screen positions exists in the mobile environment, where users
tend to spend more time on higher-ranking items on a small screen. Additionally, mobile
users tend to spend more time interacting with the top and bottom search results rather
than those in the middle. This preliminary discovery implies that there may be a U-shaped
effect on mobile hotel click-through decisions.
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A user starts a search in a mobile travel search app, and her search queries are always
associated with destination firstly, and they eventually click item(s) through to book a
hotel or end this session with the no-click-through decision. Figure 4 shows that users
from different regions have varying hotel price preferences during the mobile booking
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process. Factors such as the popularity of the platform or region, income difference in
different regions, and the demand for travel in that area can all affect the average price of a
click-through hotel. The study will examine the price effect on mobile CTDs by assuming
that the price preference varies across regions. In other words, this study controls the region
where the users accessed the OTA search platform Platform. The detailed information about
the average price of click-through hotels in different regions is also presented in Table A1
in Appendix A.
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In addition to click-through behavior, mobile OTA search activity includes individual
users’ searches, filters, refinements, and interactions with item ratings, deals, and images.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of user action types, with the majority of users interacting
with item images (59.26%), which is followed by the use of refinement tools such as filter
selection (10.34%) and changing the sort order (6.86%).
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Furthermore, we observe the properties of mobile users’ search cost in Figure 6.
Intuitively, most mobile users tend to visit a hotel within 500 s (about 8.33 min), as shown
in Figure 6a. The search cost CumTime, the cumulative time duration toward an item within
a session, has a positively skewed distribution. Most values of search cost are clustered
around the left tail of the distribution, while the right tail is longer. This suggests that
mobile users may expect frequent, small search costs to make CTDs. Figure 6b provides
a more detailed analysis for a range of CumTime between 0 and 120 s. The variation of
frequent, small search costs is not smooth and steady. This highlights the need for not
only point estimates for the effect of search cost on CTD but also a characterization of
the uncertainty in these estimates. Our proposed Bayesian model is able to consider the
diversity of search costs by estimating posterior distributions for the effect of search cost.
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5.2. Robustness and Results of Mobile OTA Search

To estimate our proposed model, we ran the MCMC chain for 8000 iterations using the
mobile dataset with 602,683 observations of 53,824 users and 53,845 sessions. We used the
first 6000 iterations for burn-in to ensure convergence and retained the last 2000 iterations
to calculate the mean and standard deviation of the posterior distribution of estimates
for analysis.

As robustness checks, we designed a set of alternative models for a mobile OTA
search. The model fit is measured by the mean absolute deviation (MAE, lower is better) of
estimated click-through probability and actual click-through decision. We compared four
different models: Model 1, which used a simple linear form of item position; Model 2, which
included a quadratic term to investigate the non-linear effect of item position; Model 3,
which incorporated an interaction term; and Model 4, which included control variables for
a full structure. The estimation results are presented in Table 2. It should be noted that the
coefficients represent the means of the posterior distribution of estimates, and the values
in parentheses indicate the posterior standard deviations. Our proposed model estimates
a large number of individual-level parameters, which takes into account the diversity of
preferences that exist in the estimation. It views heterogeneity as a nuisance parameter
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problem [12,15,26,30,31] as opposed to the aggregate point estimate approach. We discuss
the full posterior distribution of estimates in Section 6.

Table 2. Results of mobile OTA search (602,683 observations of 53,824 users and 53,845 sessions).

Estimate for Click-Through Decision

Variable Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Intercept −1.2536 ***
(0.0141)

−1.1784 ***
(0.0147)

−1.1478 ***
(0.0153)

−0.7957 ***
(0.0603)

Ranking position

Pos −0.0049 ***
(0.0001)

−0.0152 ***
(0.0011)

−0.0152 ***
(0.0012)

−0.0153 ***
(0.0012)

Top 0.1092 ***
(0.0050)

0.0501 ***
(0.0060)

0.0488 ***
(0.0059)

0.0531 ***
(0.006)

Pos2 NA 0.0008 ***
(0.0001)

0.0008 ***
(0.0001)

0.0008 ***
(0.0001)

Price

Price(L) 0.0508 ***
(0.0026)

0.0512 ***
(0.0026)

0.0510 ***
(0.0026)

0.0344 ***
(0.0034)

PriceRank 0.0129 ***
(0.0003)

0.0129 ***
(0.0003)

0.0130 ***
(0.0003)

0.0091 ***
(0.0003)

PriceRel(L) 0.0002 ***
(0.0001)

0.0003 ***
(0.0001)

0.0003 ***
(0.0001)

0.0002 ***
(0.0001)

Refinement tool

Ref 0.1972 ***
(0.0035)

0.1963 ***
(0.0034)

0.0926 ***
(0.0116)

−0.0174
(0.0116)

Search cost

CumTime(L) 0.0460 ***
(0.0012)

0.0462 ***
(0.0012)

0.0389 ***
(0.0014)

0.0421 ***
(0.0014)

Interaction

Ref × CumTime(L) No No 0.0252 ***
(0.0026)

0.0329 ***
(0.0026)

Control variables

Property No No No Yes

Class No No No Yes

Rating No No No Yes

Platform No No No Yes

Model fit 0.4152 0.4149 0.4148 0.4031
(1) Coefficient estimates are posterior means, and those in brackets are posterior standard deviations; (2) *** Coef-
ficient estimates are significant since 0 lies outside the 95% posterior Bayesian credible interval, similar to point
estimates with statistical significance at p < 0.05; (3) (L) Variables in the natural logarithm; (4) Model fit is measured
by the mean absolute deviation of estimated click-through probability and actual click-through decision.

As seen in Table 2, we found that the inclusion of a quadratic term of item position,
interactions between the use of refinement tools and engaging search cost, and control
variables improved the model fit performance gradually in terms of MAE, from Model 1 to
Model 4. Model 4 showed the best performance, with the lowest MAE value among the
alternative models. Additionally, we observed that the estimated valence of the effects on
CTD was robust.

Rows 2–4 of Table 2 indicate that the effects of item-ranking position on mobile CTDs
are statistically significant and robust. Model 4 shows that items in higher-ranking positions
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on the SERPs (Pos) receive more click-throughs than those in lower positions, as zero is not
contained in its 95% posterior Bayesian credible intervals (β1 = −0.0153 with posterior
standard deviations of 0.0012). It also suggests a primacy effect where the top-1 item on
the SERPs (Top) has a positive impact on mobile CTDs (β2 = −0.0531). Meanwhile, the
quadratic term of item-ranking position (Pos2) influences positively and significantly on
mobile CTDs, with a mean of 0.0008. A non-monotonic effect of item position reveals an
advantage of top and bottom results.

Next, we turn our attention to the heterogeneous effects of price in mobile OTA search.
Contrary to the existing empirical findings on a desktop OTA search [15,23], the absolute
price (Price(L)) has a strong effect on the latent utility of mobile users to click-through a hotel
(β4 = −0.0344). We note the price ranking of an item among 25 items on SERP (PriceRank)
positively influences the willingness of mobile CTDs (β5 = −0.0091). Additionally, PriceRel
has a small positive sign, showing the higher the positive price fluctuation of the item
(relative to the average price of items previously interacted), the higher the mobile CTDs.
However, this recency effect is quite small (β6 = −0.0002).

Interesting, after controlling Property, Class, Rating, and Platform, Model 4 shows that
the effect of using refinement tools (Ref ) on the mobile CTDs turns out to be not significant.
When it comes to search cost, the more time mobile users spend on a focal item (CumTime),
the higher their likelihood of click out (β8 = −0.0421). We also found that the interaction
effect between the use of refinement tools and the item-level engaging search cost is positive
and statistically significant (β9 = −0.0329).

6. Comparison between Mobile OTA Search and Desktop OTA Search

To identify the specific differences between mobile OTA search and desktop OTA
search, we also resorted to our proposed Bayesian inference model and MCMC chain for
estimating the effects in desktop OTA search using 672,880 observations of 55,078 PC users
and 59,702 sessions. We applied the same configuration of Model 4 in Table 2 and ran
the MCMC chain for 8000 iterations, with the first 6000 used for burn-in, while the last
2000 were used for estimation. Next, we then compared the posterior distributions of
estimates β in both mobile OTA search and desktop OTA search, using their respective
2000 iterations. It is worth noting that the coefficients of Model 4 in Table 2 were calculated
from the distributions in mobile OTA search, as shown in Figures 7–9 (in yellow).

6.1. Item-Ranking Position Effect

To gain a deeper insight into the effects of item-ranking position in mobile and desktop
OTA search. devices, we visualized their posterior distributions in Figure 7. Furthermore,
to assess if there were any significant differences in these effects, we conducted a Welch two-
sample t-test in order to determine if the three effects differ significantly at a significance
level of 0.05.

Akin to the findings in previous studies in travel information search engines [3,14]
or PC-based internet [15,16,18], the upper panel of Figure 7 illustrates that the position of
an item (Pos) has a negative and statistically significant effect on users of both mobile and
desktop devices, as 0 falls outside the 95% posterior Bayesian credible interval, similar to
point estimates with statistical significance at p < 0.05. However, their posterior means are
different (β1m = umobile = −0.0153, β1d = udesktop = −0.0075, t = −215.4, p < 0.05, similarly
hereinafter). This suggests that there is a stronger negative effect of Pos in mobile OTA
search. In other words, mobile users are more likely to click-through a hotel that appears
earlier on an SERP than PC users (|umobile| > |udesktop|).

The lower left and right panels reveal the primacy effect and non-linear effect of
item-ranking positions. The primacy effect is significantly weaker in mobile OTA search
than in desktop OTA search (i.e., 0.0531 < 0.0867, t = −184.43, p < 0.05). Nonetheless, the
non-linear effect of item-ranking position is statistically enhanced in a mobile OTA search
(i.e., 0.0008 < 0.0005, t = 197.49, p < 0.05). The global view of SERP lists might be obstructed
by information chunking owing to the small interface of mobile phones [21,22]. Even
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mobile users could search and scroll the whole item list of SERP as a sampling process
to obtain a global psychological picture. These findings suggest that mobile users pay
much more attention to the top-ranking items (appeared earlier) and the bottom items
(appeared more recently) but neglect those items in the middle of SERP as compared to PC
users. The primacy effect is dominant in both ends. Specifically, in a mobile OTA search,
the magnitude of the primacy effect (Top, |β2m| = 0.0531) is much greater than that of Pos
(|β1m| = 0.0153) and Pos2 (|β1m| = 0.0008). However, the top-1 items on the mobile SERP
are less likely to achieve a high return on investment than that on the PC-end SERP. It
approximates a U-shape effect, since mobile users might be restrained to recall information
in a primacy–recency paradigm to decrease the risk of uncertainty.
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6.2. Heterogeneous Effects of Price

We analyzed the price effect by inspecting the detailed price-related posterior dis-
tribution as shown in Figure 8. The upper panel shows that Price has a positive sign
in both a mobile OTA search and desktop OTA search, since zeros lie outside the 95%
posterior Bayesian credible intervals. The PC-based finding is different from previous find-
ings [15,23], which shows that price is negatively associated with consumer click behaviors
in PC-based internet. Nevertheless, the impact on desktop CTDs is slight (i.e., 0.0081). On
the contrary, the positive effect of the absolute price is statistically consistent and relatively
greater for mobile users (i.e., 0.0344, t = 258.85, p < 0.05), after controlling the hotel property
type Property, hotel class Class, overall guest rating Rating, and the regional platform located
Platform. Owing to time constraints when users intend to book a hotel using mobile apps,
users have to visit more to acquire more knowledge [3]. A higher price of an item tends to
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signal higher quality [42], which helps mobile users alleviate information asymmetry and
quickly obtain knowledge. Hence, one possible explanation is that the higher the price of a
hotel, the higher the quality signal mobile users are more likely to receive to click-through
that hotel.
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The effect of price perception is also statistically significant for users on both ends. The
lower left panel of Figure 8 shows that mobile users are more likely to process chunking
information to make CTDs rely on the ranking of hotel prices locally in the current SERP
(PriceRank), as compared to PC users (0.0091 > 0.0066, t = 285.58, p < 0.05). Even though
mobile users might prefer to click-through those hotels with higher absolute prices in
whole mobile search sessions, they are also price-sensitive to locally seek the hotels with
lower price rankings (i.e., lower prices among 25 items on SERP). When it comes to the
perceived price fluctuation as shown in the lower right panel of Figure 8, PriceRel has a
positive and significant effect in a mobile OTA search (0.0002) and desktop OTA search
(0.0005). In other words, users choose to click-through a hotel whose price is higher than
the average price of those hotels that recently interacted in the current session. This finding
is in line with a previous study [24], which shows that consumers’ choices of buying digital
cameras, another type of high-involvement product, can be predicted by consumers’ early
searches. We further find that the effect of price fluctuations is smaller for mobile users
than for PC users. It could be that the limited size of the mobile interface affects users’
perception of the prices of items they recently interacted with. Our results also indicate
that the estimates for absolute price, price perception, and price fluctuation are 0.0344,
0.0091, and 0.002, respectively, suggesting a significant price heterogeneity affecting mobile
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CTDs. In comparison, the effect of absolute price (0.0081) and price perception (0.0066) is
relatively smaller in desktop OTA searches. This highlights the difference between mobile
OTA searches and desktop OTA searches, indicating the potential for more precise mobile
search engine marketing.
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0.0008 < 0.0005, t = 197.49, p < 0.05). The global view of SERP lists might be obstructed by 
information chunking owing to the small interface of mobile phones [21,22]. Even mobile 

Figure 9. Posterior distribution of estimates for refinement tools and search cost: (upper) coefficient
estimates for refinement tool Ref ; (lower left) coefficient estimates for search cost CumTime(L); (lower
right) coefficient estimates for the interaction Ref × CumTime(L).

6.3. The Effects of Refinement Tool and Search Cost

Online users utilize refinement tools to specify their needs by rearranging items
in the subsequent personalized search engine results page. Although the refinement
tools aim to achieve a trade-off between users’ search cost and efficiency, our finding is
consistent with the recent work [16,29] that the use of refinement tools Ref has no statistical
influence on mobile CTDs after controlling Property, Class, Rating, and Platform (i.e.,−0.0174,
insignificant since 0 lies inside the 95% posterior Bayesian credible interval). On the other
hand, Ref has a positive and significant sign in desktop OTA search (0.22568), showing
that PC users who used refinement tools are more likely to click-through the items in the
subsequent personalized SERP.

We also found that the effect of search cost, measured by the cumulative time du-
ration at the item level (CumTime), is significantly associated with mobile CTDs (0.0421).
Specifically, the more time users spend on a particular item, the higher their willingness to
click out and book that hotel on a mobile device. These results suggest that the effect of
item-specific search costs can aid mobile users in learning and shaping their perceptions
to make more informed decisions. In the context of last-minute hotel booking via mobile
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search [9], users who are willing to invest more time and effort in an item may have a
stronger intent to click through that hotel. Additionally, we found that this engagement
effect is slightly stronger for PC users than mobile users (0.0430).

The lower right panel of Figure 9 illustrates that the interaction effect between the use
of refinement tools (Ref ) and cumulative time duration (CumTime) is significantly positive in
a mobile OTA search (0.0329,) while the valence of that is opposite for a desktop OTA search
(−0.0195). With the help of personalized SERPs, mobile users interact more with a focal
item by examining its detailed information, reducing the problem of information overload.
In particular, when using refinement tools, mobile users are more likely to click through
items with longer access time durations. However, for PC users, a higher cumulative time
duration of engagement with an item leads to a decrease in willingness to click through
that item, which is conditional on personalized SERPs.

7. Discussion
7.1. Theoretical Implications and Contributions

Mobile commerce has drastically changed the way individuals plan and book their
preferred hotels and handle other travel-related matters in the tourism industry [5–7]. The
purpose of this study is to explore the factors that influence users’ click-through decision
(CTD) when using mobile online travel agency (OTA) search engines. To achieve this
objective, we present a dynamic Bayesian inference framework to model the CTDs of
individual users while also examining the impact of item position, price, search cost, and
the use of refinement tools. Our research employs real-world search log datasets gathered
from a global OTA, encompassing both mobile and desktop searches. The experimental
results reveal that compared with a desktop OTA search, a weakened primacy effect and
a strengthened non-linear effect of item-ranking position are information quality signals
to mobile users’ click-through decisions. This research contributes to the field of mobile
commerce and Information Systems by providing a data-driven inference approach to
the item-ranking position effect of high-involvement products (hotel booking) on mobile
click-through decisions and closing the research gap concerning the ranking position effect
between mobile OTA search and desktop OTA search [15–18].

By untangling the sources of price effects underlying the different dimensions, we
inform that the price of a hotel is an effective positive signal in mobile travel search engines,
which is different from the price effect in the PC-Internet search [15,23]. By assessing how
the price perception and price fluctuation affect mobile CTDs, the significant empirical
findings indicate that mobile users tend to be price-sensitive to locally seek hotels with
lower price rankings (i.e., lower prices among 25 items on SERP). They are also more
likely to click-through a hotel whose price is higher than the average price of those hotels
that recently interacted in the current session. This finding is in line with a previous
study [24], which shows that consumers’ choices of buying digital cameras, another type
of high-involvement product, can be predicted by consumers’ early searches. There is the
possibility that the mobile consumers’ previous searches can predict the price of a hotel
that mobile consumers are willing to pay. Theoretically, these findings contribute to the
understanding of price effect in consumer search by highlighting the price heterogeneity.

This study contributes to the literature on the use of refinement tools and search cost
in consumer search [16,29]. Our findings show that refinement tools may not always be
beneficial for mobile OTA search. In addition, we measure search cost by the amount of
time a mobile user spends searching for a specific item within a session, following recent
research in the field [28,39]. That is, the search cost is constructed in the form of human–
computer interaction following an ongoing/sequential decision-making paradigm [5,27].
Our study supports the hypothesis that item-specific search costs can help mobile users
learn and shape their perceptions toward items to make their CTDs. Our theory on the role
of refinement and search cost may help provide more detailed explanations for the impact of
human–computer interaction on the performance of mobile travel search engine marketing.
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7.2. Practical Implications

This study provides several important insights for hotel advertisers and OTAs to
tactically obtain revenue from mobile travel search engine marketing and optimization.

For hotel advertisers, our findings reveal how they can balance investment in bidding
rank in mobile search engines with a return on investment through three investment
strategies. Our research shows that there is a primacy effect, where the top-1 ranking
position is dominant in both mobile-end and PC-based OTA search engines. Additionally,
the primacy effect is weaker in a mobile OTA search as compared to a desktop OTA
search. This suggests that hotel advertisers should increase their investment in the top-1
ranking position. They can also implement differentiated investment strategies, where
the amount they are willing to pay per click-through on their ads in the mobile-end top-1
ranking position may not necessarily be higher than that on a desktop. Additionally, the
strengthened non-linear effect in a mobile OTA search suggests that the bottom results of
the search engine results page (SERP) can attract more attention than the middle for mobile
users, suggesting hotel advertisers to invest their ads in some bottom-ranking positions on
SERP for mobile search engine marketing.

From a practical perspective of mobile search engine optimization, our study suggests
that OTAs can take advantage of mobile users’ price sensitivity by making adjustments
to their ranking mechanisms. Our research indicates that mobile users are more likely to
seek out hotels with lower price rankings among the 25 items on the SERP. This is a specific
characteristic of price, so it is easy to take advantage of the positive effect of price rankings.
For example, when a mobile user restarts the search process because the previous SERP
does not meet their needs, OTAs should provide some lower-priced items in the earlier
results compared to the rest of the current SERP. Additionally, our study found that mobile
users are more likely to click-through on a hotel whose price is higher than the average
price of those hotels that they recently interacted with in the current session. This suggests
that mobile users’ previous search may predict the price they are willing to pay for a hotel.
OTAs can take advantage of this by providing personalized recommendations for hotels
at specific prices based on the early search of mobile users, thus optimizing the mobile
search engine.

Last, the study suggests that online travel agencies (OTAs) can use search cost and user
engagement data to improve their recommendation strategies on mobile search engines.
By analyzing the amount of time spent on individual search results, the proposed Bayesian
inference model can be used to identify hotels that are preferred by individual mobile users.
In other words, OTAs can personalized recommend those items with relatively higher
search costs on subsequent SERPs for individual users. The study also found that the use
of refinement tools can positively impact the effectiveness of this strategy, as mobile users
are more likely to click on those items they have spent more time searching for. Overall,
these human–computer interaction-based recommendations are expected to improve the
mobile user’s experience and satisfaction.

8. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed a dynamic Bayesian inference model to understand individ-
ual mobile users’ click-through decisions (CTDs) by considering uncertainty. We examined
the roles of item-ranking position, price preference, refinement tools, and engaging search
cost using individual-user-centric and item-specific web log data in a real-world online
travel agency (OTA). We conducted experiments and tested robustness, and we further
discerned the specific difference of effects in a mobile OTA search and a desktop OTA
search. The results yield several key findings. Firstly, in a mobile OTA search, the primacy
effect is weaker and the impact of item-ranking positions is non-linear in comparison to a
desktop OTA search. Mobile users exhibit a stronger preference for top-ranking results and
are less likely to click on middle or bottom results. Secondly, hotel prices have a positive
effect on mobile CTDs throughout the mobile consumer search. Furthermore, mobile users
tend to click-through hotels with lower price rankings on the current search engine result
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page. Lastly, search cost has a positive impact on mobile CTDs, with the use of refinement
tools enhancing the effect of search cost. This study expands upon prior studies which
focused on the position and price effects in online consumer searches using PC-based
internet, and it applies these findings to mobile commerce and mobile Information Systems
(IS). Additionally, this study provides practical implications for mobile OTA search engine
marketing and bidding ranking position investment.

There are several limitations to this study that can serve as inspiration for future
research. Firstly, we looked at the effect of refinement tools but did not specify which
specific functions the user performed. Second, we recognize that the current paper has
limitations in its emphasis on user intention, specifically click-through decisions, instead
of actual and intuitive booking conversions. This highlights the need for researchers to
investigate further the effects of item position, price rankings, and refinement tools on the
actual mobile users’ conversion or hotel sales. Consequently, our next focus is to conduct
a user study and behavioral experiment using a simulated mobile OTA search engine. In
addition, the competition between an OTA and other hotel booking channels should be
taken into consideration, since online users may use OTAs as a comparison tool for different
hotels. Last, we cannot track if a consumer leaves a session and returns later to continue
their search and make a decision in the next session due to the lack of data. This issue
has also been encountered in previous works [15,43]. However, the data within a session
can still reflect the interests and needs of consumers to some extent [28,39]. Therefore, in
our study, we treat these searches as two separate results. Future research could focus on
identifying repeated searchers and estimating the likelihood of CTDs more accurately.
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Appendix A

The hotel price preference of mobile users from different country/region platforms is
listed in Table A1.

Table A1. The 55 regions where mobile users accessed the OTA platform and their hotel price preference.

No Platform Country/Region Business Region Average Price of
Click-Through Hotels

1 VN Vietnam Asia–Pacific 42.95062

2 ID Indonesia Asia–Pacific 43.53182

3 IN India Asia–Pacific 44.22440

4 EC Ecuador Latin America 46.29386

5 MY Malaysia Asia–Pacific 46.71386

6 TH Thailand Asia–Pacific 49.06277

7 TR Turkey Europe, the Middle East and Africa 50.28357
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Table A1. Cont.

No Platform Country/Region Business Region Average Price of
Click-Through Hotels

8 PH Philippines Asia–Pacific 54.87692

9 RU Russian Federation Europe, the Middle East and Africa 55.21053

10 RS Serbia Europe, the Middle East and Africa 58.95872

11 PE Peru Latin America 59.33535

12 BG Bulgaria Europe, the Middle East and Africa 59.45550

13 PL Poland Europe, the Middle East and Africa 64.24440

14 UY Uruguay Latin America 64.86505

15 RO Romania Europe, the Middle East and Africa 65.33056

16 CO Colombia Latin America 68.56688

17 BR Brazil Latin America 69.51245

18 AR Argentina Latin America 72.54673

19 HR Croatia Europe, the Middle East and Africa 72.79259

20 GR Greece Europe, the Middle East and Africa 73.81250

21 CL Chile Latin America 74.49524

22 CZ Czechia Europe, the Middle East and Africa 76.48084

23 MX Mexico Latin America 80.56070

24 AA Aruba Latin America 81.55505

25 TW Taiwan Asia–Pacific 81.91995

26 ZA South Africa Europe, the Middle East and Africa 82.35231

27 PT Portugal Europe, the Middle East and Africa 83.98903

28 HU Hungary Europe, the Middle East and Africa 84.53585

29 ES Spain Europe, the Middle East and Africa 87.16726

30 SK Slovakia Europe, the Middle East and Africa 88.23723

31 SG Singapore Asia–Pacific 91.22791

32 AE United Arab Emirates Europe, the Middle East and Africa 93.04986

33 IT Italy Europe, the Middle East and Africa 97.12066

34 FR France Europe, the Middle East and Africa 98.10925

35 HK Hong Kong Asia–Pacific 101.0511

36 SI Slovenia Europe, the Middle East and Africa 102.4384

37 NL Netherlands Europe, the Middle East and Africa 103.2852

38 CN China Asia–Pacific 103.7143

39 CA Canada North America 104.3289

40 DE Germany Europe, the Middle East and Africa 107.2170

41 KR Korea Asia–Pacific 108.1697

42 BE Belgium Europe, the Middle East and Africa 109.5798

43 DK Denmark Europe, the Middle East and Africa 112.9501

44 US United States of
America North America 112.9790

45 FI Finland Europe, the Middle East and Africa 113.6804

46 JP Japan Asia–Pacific 114.2183
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Table A1. Cont.

No Platform Country/Region Business Region Average Price of
Click-Through Hotels

47 UK United Kingdom Europe, the Middle East and Africa 115.7131

48 NZ New Zealand Asia–Pacific 115.8696

49 IE Ireland Europe, the Middle East and Africa 117.6781

50 AT Austria Europe, the Middle East and Africa 122.4000

51 SE Sweden Europe, the Middle East and Africa 122.9304

52 AU Australia Asia–Pacific 123.8404

53 CH Switzerland Europe, the Middle East and Africa 130.8132

54 NO Norway Europe, the Middle East and Africa 132.2779

55 IL Israel Europe, the Middle East and Africa 139.9843
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